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Identify (14) with (1) and apply the criterion (4). It then follows that (13) is the
only solution of (14) satisfying (12) if the condition F < 0, which corresponds to (4),
is satisfied. But the definition (16) shows that the condition F < 0 is identical with as-
sumption (10). Since (12) is equivalent to (2), and (13) to (3), the proof is complete.
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A NOTE ON THE TRANSVERSE VIBRATION OF A TUBE CONTAINING
FLOWING FLUID*

By GEORGE H. HANDELMAN f (Carnegie Institute of Technology)

1. Introduction. The problem of determining the lowest frequency of vibration
of a tube containing flowing fluid has recently received considerable attention. Long [l]1
has considered the tube as a beam and has calculated the frequencies for various end
conditions by a power series method. He has pointed out that care must be taken in
evaluating the resulting high order determinants to avoid erroneous results. Niordson [2]
has given a very elegant treatment of the problem based on shell theory and has derived
the beam equation as one approximation. Furthermore, for the case of simply supported
ends, he has given closed analytic solutions for two limiting cases of the parameters and
numerical results for other values. It is the purpose of this note to show that it is possible
to determine the nature of the frequencies for the various end conditions used by Long
for two ranges of the flow velocity solely from the structure of the differential equation
without determining specific solutions.

Long has written the differential equation governing the deflection of the beam in
the following non-dimensional form:

FTV + ku2Fu + ivDF' - D'F = 0, (1)

where F is the deflection and u the flow velocity (both in non-dimensional terms).
Roman numerals denote differentiation with respect to x (0 ^ x ^ 1) and D is the
eigenvalue found by removing the time dependent term exp (iDt) from the original partial
differential equation. The boundary conditions considered are

Both ends simply supported: F(0) = F"(0) = F( 1) = F"( 1) = 0,

Both ends fixed: F(0) = F'(0) = F(l) = F'( 1) = 0,

Fixed-simple ends: F(0) = F'(0) = F( 1) = F"( 1) = 0,

Fixed-free ends: F(0) = F'(0) = F"(\) = F"'{ 1) = 0.
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2. Small flow velocities. The behavior of the frequencies for small velocities of
flow can be determined by the usual perturbation technique [3]. It should be observed
that the differential equation (1) and boundary conditions specified do not form a self-
adjoint problem; however, such will be the case for u = 0.

Consider expansions of the form

F = Fn(x) + uF^x) + u2F-,(x) + • • •

D — Do -|- uD\ -f- xc D2 + • • • .

If these are inserted in Eq. (1) and the coefficients of each power of u equated to zero,
the following equations for the first three terms result:

F\y - DlF0 = 0 (u° term), (2)

FJV - DlF, = 2£»oJD1F„ - iD0F'a (u1 term), (3)

F? - DlF, = —kF" + 2D0D,F, + 2D0D2F0 - iD.F', - iD0F[ (u2 term). (4)

Both sides of Eq. (3) are now multiplied by F0 and the resulting expression is inte-
grated from 0 to 1. If this equation is now integrated by parts and account taken of
the boundary conditions, it is found that for all cases

Fl
2f' F0(Flv - DlFO dx = f' Fi(Fl0y - D20F0) dx = 2DtD0 f ft dx - iD0

Jo Jo Jo

The left-hand side vanishes by virtue of Eq. (2). Furthermore, the first three sets of
boundary conditions require that F(0) = F(l) = 0. Hence, in these cases Z>, = 0. This
result agrees with that found by Niordson in the simply supported case, for his compu-
tations show that if D is plotted as a function of u, the curve has a horizontal tangent
at u = 0.

On the other hand, for the fixed-free end, F0(l) 5^ 0. Hence,

_ TO _
Di - 4 n fi dx ~ w>

where p > 0. Thus the time dependent term becomes

exp [i(Dn + uD,)t\ = exp [i(D0 + iup)t] = exp (iD0t) exp (—upt).

Hence damping takes place when terms through the first order are retained. This agrees
with the calculations made by Long using polynomial expansions.

If one of the first three sets of boundary conditions holds (denoted as "supported
end cases" in the following), the coefficient D2 can be obtained by multiplying Eq. (4)
by F0, integrating from 0 to 1, and noting that Di = 0. Again, after integration by parts,
this equation becomes

0 = k [ F'02 dx + 2DuD2 [ Fl dx — iD0 [ F0F[ dx.
Jo Jo Jo (5)

The term \lFtiF[ dx can be examined by noting that if F1 is written as the complex
function F, = y + iv, the real and imaginary parts satisfy

yIV ~ D20y = 0, (6)

i/v - Dlv = — DaF'o ,
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together with one of the sets of boundary conditions for supported ends given in Sec. 1.
Comparison with Eq. (2) then shows that y = F0 . Thus

f' F0F; dx = f F0F'0 dx + i f F0v' dx
Jo Jo Jo

F2 I1 I1 r1 r1
= -r2 | + iF0v — i / F'0v dx = —i / F'av dx.

£ !o lo J0 J0

The sign of the last term can be determined by multiplying Eq. (6) by v and inte-
grating from 0 to 1. Subsequent integration by parts yields

— D0f F'„v dx = f v(vJV — Dlv) dx = f (v"2 — Dlv2) dx. (7)
J 0 Jo Jo

Now the minimum principle corresponding to Eq. (2) states that for all functions w
satisfying suitable differentiability requirements and the boundary conditions, Do = min
/J w"2 dx/Jlw2 dx. The function v is such an admissible function and hence the right-
hand side of (7) is always greater than or equal to zero. Therefore, — D0\lQF'a v dx x 0.
This remark and Eq. (5) then show that

_ k Jj Fq2 dx + Do j; F'nv dx
U* ~ 2D„ /J Fl dx = U-

Thus for terms up to and including u2, the frequency for the supported end cases decreases
as u increases and no damping occurs. This is in agreement with the numerical results
previously obtained.

3. Velocities near the critical velocity. Niordson has observed in the simply sup-
ported case, that there is a critical velocity u for which the frequency D vanishes. The
equation for this critical velocity is obtained by setting D = 0 in Eq. (1). The resulting
equation is just the ordinary column buckling equation with ku2 playing the role of the
buckling load. Niordson noted that the bar will be unstable for flow speeds greater than
this critical velocity.

In similar fashion, it is seen that there will be a critical velocity for the other supported
end cases which can be found from the corresponding buckling problems. On the other
hand, there is no critical velocity for the fixed-free case since the differential equation
F!V + ku2F" = 0 has only trivial solutions for these boundary conditions [4]. For this
case then, there is no special velocity u in the neighborhood of which a radical change in
the analytic character of D can occur.

The behavior of the frequency D for velocities near the critical velocity in the
supported end cases can be readily determined by a perturbation solution in terms of
powers of D. If

U = M0 + UiD + u-2D2 + • • • ,

F = F0 + F,D + F2D2 + • • • ,

the equations for the first three terms obtained from Eq. (1) are

Flv + kulF!/ = 0 (D° term), (8)
Flv + kulF[' = -2kuuuxF'„' - iu0F'0 (D1 term). (9)

Flv + kulFZ' = -2ku0u,F{' - ku\F'a' - 2ku0u2F'0'
— iuiFg — iu„F[ + F0 (D2 term). (10)
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The coefficient can be found by multiplying Eq. (9) by F„ and integrating from
0 to 1. Integration by parts yields

Fl0 = —2ku0ulF0F& 1 f1+ 2ku0ui / F'02 dx — iii0
o Jo 2

The first and third terms vanish by virtue of the boundary conditions and therefore
tti = 0. This result states that if u is considered as a function of D in the neighborhood
of the critical velocity, the curve will have a horizontal tangent. Alternatively, if D is
considered as a function of u (as in Sec. 2) in the same neighborhood, the curve will
have a vertical tangent. This agrees with Niordson's results for the simply supported
case. Furthermore, it indicates why an expansion in powers of D is appropriate rather
than one in powers of perturbations from the critical velocity.

The coefficient w2 is determined by multiplying Eq. (10) by F0 , noting that = 0,
and integrating from 0 to 1. Partial integration leads to

0 = 2ku0u2 f F'a dx + f Fl dx + iu0 f F,Fq dx,
Jo Jo Jo

and the character of u2 is then determined by examining the properties of >«0|of/o dx.
Let Fi be written as Fl = £ + it]. If Eq. (9) is then split into its real and imaginary parts

£,v + kull" = 0, (11)
V,v + kuW = UqF'q . (12)

Comparison of Eq. (11) with Eq. (8) shows that £ = F0 ; therefore,
*1 jji2 1 /»1 /*l

iu0 / FtFo dx = iu0 — u0 I t]F'a dx = — u0 / yF'a dx.
Jo " 0 Jo Jo

Equation (12) can then be multiplied by j? and integrated from 0 to 1 to yield

—m0 [ vF'o dx = f v(vJV + kulri") dx = [ (ij"2 — hilly'2) dx.
Jo Jo Jo

The minimum principle associated with Eq. (8) states that for all functions w satisfying
suitable differentiability conditions and the boundary conditions, kua = min J('w"2 dx/
/ow'2 dx. The function r? is such an admissible function. Hence

and

p - —M0 [ yFo dx ^ 0,
Jo

= Jo Fl dx ~ p
2ku0 ft, F'o2 dx <

If terms through D2 only are retained, the behavior in the neighborhood of the
critical velocity u0 is expressed by

u — u0 — u2D2 = — | u2 | D2.

If the flow velocity is less than the critical velocity, u < u0 , D = ± (| u — ua |/| m2 |)1/2.
Thus D is real and there is neither damping nor exponential growth. On the other hand,
if the flow velocity is greater than the critical velocity, u > u0 , D = ± i(\ u — u0 \/
| u2 |)I/2. In this instance, D is imaginary and the time dependent factor consists of an
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exponentially growing term as well as a damping term. AVith the exception of very
special initial conditions, both terms will be present and the tube will be unstable.

4. Further remarks. It appears that the behavior of the higher order perturbation
terms cannot be obtained as simply as those discussed above. These may require explicit
determination of the function F0 , F, , F2 , ■ ■ ■ .It should be noted, however, that if
F0 , • • ■ , F„_, have been found, D„ can be determined by quadratures. Furthermore,
the differential equation for F„ will be of the form

— Df,F„ = previously determined functions.

The Green's function for this equation, in the case of simply supported ends is known
[5], and can be determined for the other boundary conditions by standard methods.
Thus Fn can be found by integration.

These comments indicate that the perturbation terms can be computed step-by-step
by quadratures. Furthermore, in the supported end cases the critical velocity can be
determined beforehand and perturbation from this point in powers of D will serve as a
check on the perturbation solution in terms of powers of u.
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ON AN OSCILLATION CRITERION OF DE LA VALLfiE POUSSIN*
By PHILIP HARTMAN AND AUREL WINTNER (The Johns Hopkins University)

An oscillation criterion of de la Vallee Poussin1 on homogeneous, linear differential
equations of order n, when particularized2 to n = 2, runs as follows: Let both coefficient
functions of

x" + g{t)x' + f(l)x = 0 (1)

be real-valued and continuous on a /-interval and suppose that (1) has a solution x{l) ^ 0
which vanishes for at least two points of that /-interval, say at t — 0 and at / = h > 0
(so that

.r(O) = 0, x(h) ? 0, (2)

where, without loss of generality, x(t) ^ 0 when 0 < t < h). Then

1 < Mth + M2h2/2, (3)
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